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Energy Absorption in Cylinders Containing a Uniformly
Distributed Sourc&

J. C. Widman, MA. and E. R. Powsner, M.D.2

Dearborn,Michigan

As discussed in our previous paper ( 1 ), calculation of energy absorption
in tissue containing a gamma-ray emitting radioisotope requires knowledge of
the absorption fraction ( ratio of absorbed energy to emitted energy ) , as well as
the energetics of the isotope (2). In that paper the absorption fraction was cal
culated for cylinders containing an axial source. The present paper presents the
solution for cylinders containing a uniformly distributed source. Based on this
solution, the absorption fraction is tabulated for a range of cylinder sizes and
shapes encompasing those most likely to be of medical interest. Only limited
solutions of this problem have previously been available (3, 4,5, 6).

The data we have obtained provide improved estimates of energy absorption
for medical as well as non-medical dosimetry. Derivations are given in the
Appendix; results are given in Figure 1 and Table 1.

Absorption fractions were calculated on a Philco 212 Computer for a wide
range of cylinder shapes from rods to discs. Likewise, the range of@ is suffi
cient to encompass absorption fractions from 0.5 to 65 per cent for flat discs,
diameter ten times height. This shape is probably flatter than any that will be
required for medical dosimetry. At the other extreme, data for the infinite cylin
der computed by Case et al. (4) have been used to extend those obtained by our
computer program.

A computation comparable to that presented here is the recently published
table of Focht et a! (6), which appeared after this work was largely completed.
These authors present their data in terms of the geometric factor and for@ =
0.028 cm@. Using the relation -

47
these data can be converted to absorption fraction and generally prove similar
to those given here. For the lowest values of g, our results are as much as 15
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per cent higher. The source of this discrepancy is not apparent since the analysis
for their computation has not been given in detaiL

The assumption of exponential absorption implies that the data will be
strictly correct only when photoelectric and single Compton interactions pre

dominate. The appropriate absorption coefficient to use is 4@Pâ€”(2). When an

appreciable amount of multiply scattered radiation is absorbed, the values ob

tained using -f-- will be slightly low. The amount of energy absorbed in

multiple interactions depends on the size and shape of the absorber as well as
the photon energy. An estimate of the error involved can be obtained by compar
ing the analytical values of the absorption fraction for spheres (3) with the values

+

H/R
Fig. 1. Absorption fraction as a function of /LRand H/fl@ = absorption coefficient, R

cylinder radius, H = cylinder height).
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ENERGY ABSORPTION IN CYUNDERS 181

obtained by Ellett et a!. (7). In this comparison, the error for photon energies
greater than 0.2 MeV is negligible. The error for lower energies depends slightly
on phantom size and more strongly on the photon energy; analytical absorption
fractions less than about 0.5 are roughly 20 per cent low for photon energies of
0.05 to 0.15 MeV and 10 percent low for photon energies of 0.15 to 0.2 MeV.

SUMMARY

Analysis and partial integration of the absorption fraction for cylinders con
taining a uniformly distributed radioactive isotope are presented. The absorption

dV'
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Fig. 2.
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fractions for a range of cylinder sizes, shapes and absorption coefficients are tab
ulated.
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APPENDIX

A cylinderof radiusR and height H contains a uniformly distributedy-ray

source of intensity@ energy emitted per unit volume. Let

U = energy absorbed,

4) = absorption fraction (ratio of absorbed energy to emitted energy),

= linear absorption coefficient, and

dU = energy absorbed in volume dV from energy emitted by source dv'

= @-@-@--dVdV.

4ir r

â€˜l'henU = @JdvJ@_ d V and
4s@ r

( (...,@,.
Lj)2 2 aviâ€”râ€”

4,rRH) ) r

To integrate the dV cylindrical coordinates are chosen coaxial with the
cylinder with the origin at the base. To integrate the dv' the origin is located at
dV with the coordinate axis parallel to the cylinder axis (Fig. 2). Then

R 27 H 27 H â€”z p co@s2ct;+2@h1? â€” 2

â€”@(p+z )l
4) = @â€˜ pdp dq@ dz dq@ dz' C 2 2 p dp.

4rr2R2H p + z
0 0 0 0 â€”Z 0

The integral over 4 is 27. Interchanging the order of integration, and because
the integrand is an even function of z' and does not depend on z

R 27 H z p cos@ +2@IR2 â€”p2 sin2@'

_@(p + z )@
4) =@ pdp dq@ dz dz e .2 .2 pdp'.

IrRH p +z
0 0 0 0 0

In terms of the dimensionless variables
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E = @,k = @R,I = @,y = @,s = @,x = and a =

1 (27 E y (X0 2+t2)l

=@ sds do dy dl I e xdx

I 2+12
T@J0 Jo Jo JoJo

with X0 = scosa + \j1 â€”S Sin a.

Expanding the exponentialand integratingover x gives

= -@ sds I do dy I@ log (X + 12) dl (1)

J 2@rE

0 JO Jo Jo

+ k 1 (2@r(E (@
â€” sds I do dy I@ @â€”k@ (X + t2)@dt (2)74 JoJoJo@ n!

k 1 (22r(E (@

â€” sds I do dy [logi +@ (â€” k)@]@1 (3)jÂ° j@ jÂ°@ @.n!

Using standard tables(8)eq. (1)can be partiallyintegratedto

3kE k (@ (2,rr 2 2
(1) = â€” + -@ sds do I @E â€”X0) log (X@ + E2)

4 @rLi L 4
)o )o

+ EX0 tan' A@ + -@_iogzto].

Eq. (3) can be integrated to give

kE 3kE +@ (â€”kE)â€•@
(3) = â€”-@--logE+-@--@ n(n-4-2)!

To reduce (2), expand binomially for n even. For n odd, use the formula

J(x@+a2)2dx
nâ€”I

2 .@2 (a\)n_2)_I 5+1
n! (j.)

= 2(tt@Â±J)1 (fl â€”@ (2j + 1)! \2/ x(x2 + a2)

2nt \n+I
+ + â€”1@@@2) log (x +@ + a2).

(@2
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Then,

2) â€”@ kâ€•@'(@ â€”1)!@ 1 2w

â€” , ,6... I I n-2
,,@@ I sds i X0 â€˜do

j0 (2j+ 1) (i+ 1)! (@ .i)!Jo Jo

1 2w
.3

+1 [ nâ€”2jâ€”i 2 n+2l_______ (j+ 1)!j 2

7E@ E ___________â€” J sds j Lx0 (X0 + E2) â€”Xo j do,,...(@( \ j=0,@nâ€”2jâ€”1@.___nâ€”1@@(@.j+.@,@
2 1

1 2w
1 1

â€” k@ I sds I X@ [E log (E +@

Jo

+ Xo â€” @IX@+ E2 â€”E log x0] do.

The expression for n even can be integrated by noting that

(1 (2w

sds X@21 /nâ€”25+ 2
Jo JoÂ° da=@2.+l)(fl@.

Using thisrelationand rewritingthe summation indicesover n gives

2 y-2

=@ I sds I 27[(E it@ j@2) + EX0 tan@ + log xo] do
â€”@

irEI I

@ (â€”.kE)@â€”flOgE+@fl(fl@2y@
+ 1 k2@@1@ â€”1)!@ (2j)! E2@@21@1

-nâ€”i (2n)! @o(2n2j+1)(nj+1)!(j+1)!@!f

1 (2w
k2â€•@2@ 1)!j! I I [ 2 ,Ã·!2 @p2n+3

â€” -0 (2n + 1) (n + 1)! n! 5-0 4 @â€˜(2j + 3)! J sds LXO' (X@ + E2) A0 j do

0

(1 â€˜2w

1@ k2@2 sds ito tE log (E +@ +@@)____________________________ ..p2n+2I

)O )O

+ XQ â€” â€”E log x0] do (4)
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Some of the above integrals can be further reduced, but only at the expense
of increasing the complexity of the computer program. An equation equivalent

to (4) was programmed and run to obtain the values appearing in Table 1 and
Figure 1. Since the integrals and sums over the index j depend only on the para

meter E, their completion for a given E and k permits computation for lower
values of k without further integration. The data are expected to be accurate
to within1 or 2 partsin 10g.The program can be used to obtainmore accurate
data or data forothervaluesofk or E than thosepresented.
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